ON THE STABLE DIFFEOMORPHISM OF HOMOTOPY
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1. Introduction and statement of results. Let 0£ + 1 denote the subgroup of the Kervaire-Milnor group 0n of those homotopy w-spheres
imbedding with trivial normal bundle in euclidean ( « + £ + l)-space
(n<2p). It is known that every homotopy w-sphere S n imbeds in
(n+p + 1) -space with normal bundle independent of the imbedding
provided, n<2p, [s]. Let 0»,^ denote the quotient group 0»/©J +1 .
It has been proved both by the author and R. DeSapio [3] that
the order of Q n , p , after identifying elements with their inverses, is just
the number of diffeomorphically distinct products S n XS P . It is shown
in [3] that the stable range n<2p is not necessary for the theorem.
However, it is crucial for all our own work on Q n , p . Indeed, it is in the
stable range that the calculation of Qn>„ is reducible to an effectively
computable homotopy question. Further results on properties of
flWtJ„ and in particular its relation to the determination of the number
of smooth structures on SnXSp, can be found in the very interesting
work of DeSapio [3], [4] and [5],
From results of [8] it is immediate that O n , p = 0 for p^n — 3 or
n^lS, n<2p and Oi6,i2=^2î the following theorems are extensions
of these results for the stable range n<2p.
1.1. (i) O ntP = 0 ifp^n — 7 and n ^ 0 , 1 (mod 8).
(ii) Qn,n_4 = Z 2 /0r « = 16, 32.
(iii) öi7,io = ^2; On.p = 0 ifp^n — 6 and » s l (mod 8).

THEOREM

Parts (ii) and (iii) show that (i) is best possible. However, we can
also show
THEOREM 1.2. On,n_i3 = 0 if » = 4 , S (mod 8).

Therefore, (i) of Theorem 1.1 is by no means the final answer.
The table below gives our results for n^20.
Letting $J + 1 : 0n—*wn-i(SO(p + l)) be the characteristic homomorphism of [8] we have
THEOREM
1

1.3. fiWfP = i m 0 J + l .
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This result is easily proved and is the basis for reduction of the stable
diffeomorphism question in the stable range to a homotopy problem.
TABLE I. THE GROUP O..,, n £20

n\p

9

10

11

12

P^is

16

Z,

z*

Z*

0

17

Z,

z%
z*

0

0

0

18

/

Zu

0

0

0

19

/

Zu

Zu

0

0

20

/

1

zQ

0

0

Zu denotes Z2 (if d = l) or the zero group (if d = 0) and Z$ denotes
the direct sum of 3 copies of Z2d. A square with a slash through it is
out of the stable range.
2. Indication of proofs. It is easy to show from Theorem 1.3 that
(2.1)

ft,.,

C ker £ î H ker jC\

forn<2p, where tjj;}: 7rw-i(SO(£ + l))—>7r„_>i(SO) is induced from the
inclusion SO(p + l)CSO and J„t\ is the J-homomorphism in the
PSH diagram below.

y
(2.2)

*u-i(SO(p + 1))—* Tn-t(SO(p + 2)), p*

n+j> ( 5 ^

) •

\n-l(S*1)

7^1

Jn-1

TniS^)

*

y/B

T^ÇS**.

See [lO] for definitions of / and H; S is just suspension; the top sequence is part of the fibre-homotopy sequence for the fibering
SO(p+2)AS H " 1 while the lower sequence is due to G. Whitehead
and is exact for n<2p; the Diagram 2.2 commutes up to sign.
From the metastable splitting of Wi(SO(n)) due to Barratt and
Mahowald [2] it follows that
(2.3)

ker*„_i = Tu(Vt(p+i) ,p+i)
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for n<2p and £ â l 2 . Theorem 2 follows directly from 2.1, 2.3 and
results of [7].
In [8] it is proved that the monomorphism of 2.1 is epi if «f^2
(mod 4). This fact and 2.2 form the basis for proving (ii) of Theorem
1.1. It is clear from the PSH diagram and tables of Kervaire [9] that
Qn,n-4 = Z2 for « = 0 (mod 8) iff P(an) = 0, where P(an) is the Whitehead product of the generator a» of 7rn(5n~3) =Z 2 4 with that of
TTn-z(Sn~s). Since it is known that P(an)=0 for « = 16, 32, (ii) of
Theorem 1.1 is proved. However, Piaz^^O.2
It is known [9, p. 168, 11.10] that the sequence
(2.4)

0 - * TS,+l(Vmtm-S*+i) -» 7T8.(SO(8* - i)) -> 7T8,(SO) -> 0

is exact if i g 6, s ^ 2 and m is large enough. Here Vn,r denotes the real
Stiefel manifold of r-frames in «-space. In [8] it is proved that the
sequence
(2.5)

0 -» bPn+i -» © r 1 -> cok jV1 ~> 0

n fà 2 (mod 4)

is exact in the stable range if « > 4 and p^2; bPn+i denotes the group
of homotopy «-spheres which bound 7r-manifolds. Using tables in [ô]
and [9], (iii) of Theorem 1.1 is established via 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5.
Part (i) of Theorem 1.1 is proved by "pushing back the /-homomorphism through successive stages of consecutive PSH diagrams"
establishing monomorphisms for appropriate pieces of the /-homomorphism at each stage (there are sometimes obstructions to the
entire J%±\ being a monomorphism). Extensive use is made of calculations of [6], [7], [9], [12] and [13]. The sequence 2.4 and others
like it, plus 2.5, are used throughout.
The results in Table I are proved using the above-mentioned techniques together with results on the order of dn («<20) in [ l l ] . The
simple fact that ©£ +1 C@£ +2 in the stable range is also inportant.
In conclusion, we should perhaps mention that our original approach to the solution of the stable diffeomorphism question in the
range n<2p made use of the notion of /^-enclosability [ l ] . However,
the present approach has since been seen to be simpler.
ADDED IN PROOF. The author has completed calculations for
« < 2 8 , n<2p. The only additional nonzero groups (except possibly
Q24, 13) are Q18, 10 and Q19, 10, each of which is cyclic of order two.
* The author is grateful to M. Mahowald for the cases n » 24,32.
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